PENGUINS
Did You Ever See a Penguin?

If You’re a Penguin & You Know It

Tune: Did You Ever See a Lassie?

Tune: If You’re Happy and You Know It

Did you ever see a penguin, a
penguin, a penguin?
Did you ever see a penguin waddle
this way & that?
Waddle this way, waddle that way
Waddle this way, waddle that way
Did you ever see a penguin waddle
this way & that?

If you’re a penguin and you know it
flap your wings
If you’re a penguin and you know it
flap your wings
If you’re a penguin and you know it
Then flap your wings and show it
If you’re a penguin and you know it
flap your wings!

Two Little Penguins (Fingerplay)

…waddle your feet
… swim, swim, swim
… eat a fish (yum, yum!)

Two little penguins sitting on the ice
(hold up two fingers)
One bows once, one bows twice
(make fingers bow)
Waddle little penguins, waddle away
(fingers behind back)
Come back penguins, time to play!
(bring fingers back and wiggle)

Penguins, Penguins
Tune: Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star

Penguins, penguins having fun
Waddling in the shining sun
Waddling fast and waddling slow
Waddling to and waddling fro
Penguins, penguins having fun
Waddling in the shining sun

Baby Penguins (Flannel)
One baby penguin makes a wish
Two baby penguins catch a fish
Three baby penguins slip and slide
Four baby penguins run and hide
Five baby penguins look around,
Calling “Mama, mama, mama!”
Now they are found.

Flip Your Flippers
Flip your flippers up and down!
Look at the sky and turn around.
Peck forward, raise your flippers
And waddle, and waddle
You waddle, you waddle,
You waddle, waddle, waddle
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PENGUINS
Five Perky Penguins
Five perky penguins stood on the
shore
One went for a swim, and then there
were four
Four perky penguins looked out to sea
One went swimming and then there
were three
Three perky penguins said “What can
we do?”
One jumped in the water and then
there were two
Two perky penguins sat in the sun
One swam off and then there was one
One perky penguin said “This is no
fun!”
He dived in the water and then there
were none.

I’m a Little Penguin
Tune: I’m a Little Teapot

I’m a little penguin
Black and white
Stout and fluffy
What a sight!
I can’t fly, but I love to swim
So I’ll waddle to the water
And dive right in!
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